Year 5 Long Term Plan 2020/21
Autumn

Science
Materials - Which is
the best thermal
material for an
explorer’s jacket?
How might an explorer
get clean water from a
muddy stream?)

History

Geography

Art

DT

In your
opinion, who
was/is
Britain’s most
significant
explorer?

What is the
significance of
geographical
location?

How can I
create
shadow and
tone in an
image using
pencil?

How can I
make a FabFix
repair kit for
an explorer to
take on their
journey?

Computing
Excel to
compare data
on traveling
distances

How have
Humans
explored
Space?

what can you
see on the
earth from
outer space?

How can I
merge colours
using
different
media?

How can I
make a safe,
strong and
waterproof
pod to return
an egg to
planet earth
and land in
water?

What is
cyberbullying?

How can I join
fabric and
other
materials to
make an
image?

How can I
create a
device which
can collect a
bucket of
water from a
river or
stream at the
bottom of an
incline?

Weedos –
Can you
create a
moving space
buggy to
explore
planet Mars?

RE / SMSC

Music / MFL

PE

PSHE / RSE

What do we know
about the Bible and
why is it important
to Christians?
What are the
themes of
Christmas?

Music Express
unit:
Our community
Christmas
Concert &
performances
MFL – revision
from previous
year. How can I
talk about my
likes and
dislikes in
French?
Music Express
unit:
Solar System
Composer –
Gustav
HolstEaster
Concert &
performances
MFL – How can
I talk about my
hobbies in
French?

Badminton
What a racket,
Gymnastics
Unit 5, Wide
Attack,
Gymnastics
Coach,

Health and
Wellbeing:

Prediction /
Conclusions

Spring

Space Explanation /
Forces Fair Test /
Results
Why do objects fall to
the ground? What is
the impact of air and
water on moving
objects?
Why do objects fall to
the ground? What is
the impact of air and
water on moving
objects?

Summer

A + H / LT & H
How are the life cycles
of mammals,
amphibians, birds and
insects the same and
different?
How do a dandelion’s
reproductive parts /
cycle compare to a…..?
Does every female
give birth to its young?

Explanation

Where are
the lost cities
of the
Amazon?

How is a
forest
structured?
Why is the
Amazon
Rainforest so
important to
Britain?

DIG LIT?

Why is the Last
Supper so important
to Christians?
What do Sikhs
believe?
What do Sikhs
believe about God?
Why are the Gurus
inspirational for
Sikhs?

How do Sikhs
express their
beliefs?
How do Sikhs
worship in the
Gurdwara?
How do Sikhs show
commitment and
belonging to faith?
What difference do
Sikh beliefs make?
What can we find
out about a local
Sikh community?

Music Express
unit:
At the Movies
Music through
the ages: Jazz
MFL – How can
I talk about my
holidays in
French?

How I can make
positive choices
relating to my
health and wellbeing?

Beat the Clock,
Masquerade,
Cricket,
Swimming

Relationships:

Grid Rugby
Coach,
Running,
Throwing and
Jumping
Challenge, Arc
Rounders

Living in the
Wider World:

How I can solve
disputes and
conflicts?

Why rules and
laws are
enforced?

